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1. Introduction: 
 
PHOTONIS is a company active in the low light intensity detection industry. They develop, produce, and market innovative 
sensors for the detection and amplification of weak signals of incoming light, charged particles and radiation in general. 
These solutions are applicable in for example industrial surveillance, defence, space exploration, and many more. Amongst 
many other types of low light intensity detectors, recently a new type of low light level detector was developed, called the 
Electron Bombarded CMOS (EBCMOS) sensor. This device owes its name to the method of signal amplification it uses. 
Instead of its predecessor, the Image Intensifier Tube (IIT), it outputs a digital image instead of an analog signal which 
would be detectable by eye.  
 
Devices like this suffer from many types of noise and a lot about these performance issues is already known. For the 
EBCMOS, however, some inconsistensies are found between theory and experimental data coming from these detectors. 
This work aims at developing the theory describing statistical properties of probabilistic behavior that occurs in the 
detectors, which will contribute a lot in the optimization process of these type of devices.  
 
One of the temporal noise sources, scintillation noise, was so far considered to be a possible cause for the discrepancy 
between experiment and theory, but no real indication or proof of its existence was found yet. This work will present some 
progress made in understanding the statistical quantities better, and will show some motivation for the credibility of the 
effect of scintillations by making use of new theoretical statistical models. These models are compared with (Monte Carlo) 
simulation and/or experimental data to build up a model step by step and to isolate and investigate certain complex 
statistical effects.  
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2. Theory 
 
The goal of this work is to matheatically describe the statistical behaviour of certain effects inside the EBCMOS device. 
Achieving this goal requires some background knowledge about the device and about some mathematical relations. This 
chapter explains the general working principle of the EBCMOS of the areas that are important to understand this work, 
shows a mathematical derivation of the theoretical model that will be examined in this work and explains how the Monte 
Carlo Simulators are set up. 

2.1. General working principle: 

 
The EBCMOS is a more recently developed variant of the IIT. The method of signal amplification is based on the so called 
electron bombardment gain (𝐺EB). For reference, an image describing the flow of signal in the device is shown in figure 1.  
 
Incident light (figure 1a) striking the detector consists of a number of photons. The intensity of the light is often expressed 
in lux, which has the units lumen per square meter [lm/m2]. In typical outside environments this value can range from       
10 -4 – 105 lux, corresponding to an overcast, moonless night sky and direct sunlight respectively. The photons present in 
the light will strike the detector. 
 
The first part which is relevant to the detection principle of the incoming light is the photocathode (figure 1b). Each photon 
in the incident light has the probability of creating one electron-hole pair. Once this electron escapes the medium it is 
called a photo-electron. This phenomenon is called the photoelectric effect.  

Figure 1: Schematic Layout of EBCMOS 

 
A part of the photo-electrons that are created by the photoelectric effect will leave the medium towards the cathode gap 
(figure 1c). In the cathode gap these photo-electrons will be accelerated towards the CMOS sensor by means of an 
electrical force. This force is generated by an electric potential over the cathode gap of typically 800-1600 V. This electric 
field will accelerate the photo-electrons in order to increase their energy.  
 
When the photo-electrons reach the end of the cathode-gap, they will strike the backside of the CMOS sensor (figure 1d). 
Their massive increase in energy causes a cloud of secondary-electrons to appear in the silicon of this sensor. The average 
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size of this cloud is equal to 𝐺EB. A large fraction of these secondary-electrons travel towards the individual pixels present 
in the CMOS sensor, where they will get stored in a reservoir. When working with a frame rate of 50 fps, every 0.02 seconds 
the reservoirs of all individual pixels will be read out and an image can be reconstructed.   

2.2. Statistical properties: 

 
The EBCMOS suffers from multiple sources of noise. One of them, the input signal noise which is often referred to as 
Photon Shot Noise (PSN), can not be circumvented. Other noise sources can be classified in two types. Firstly, temporal 
noise sources are considered. These are stochastic in nature and individual values will vary unpredictably over time. Certain 
statistical values such as a mean and standard deviation can however be determined very accurately. Secondly, spatial 
noise sources are considered, which consist of all the sources of noise that are originated from spatial effects from 
individual or groups of pixels. In this work, only the spatial noise sources that occur prior to pixel-read-out are considered, 
meaning that effects such as Pixel Defects, Fixed Pattern Noise and many other spatial noise sources that occur during and 
after the read-out process are neglected.  
 
These two types of noise are caused by the device itself. Developing more knowledge about these sources will help  
optimizing the performance of the EBCMOS, so a detailed understanding of the entire statistical behavior that takes place 
in the detector is desired.  
 

 Photon Shot noise: 
 
PSN causes variation in the amount of photo-electrons that enter the cathode-gap. The PSN is inherent to the signal. In 
order to quantify this noise, the variance on the photo-electron flux ,𝑉pe0

, will be investigated. This quantity contains a lot 

of information on the statistical behaviour of the input signal photo-electron flux. The photon input flux 𝑆p creates an initial 

photo-electron flux 𝑆pe0
 leaving the photocathode towards the CMOS sensor with photocathode efficiency 𝜂 : 

𝑆pe0
= 𝜂𝑆p  (1) 

The photon input flux follows Poisson statistics. Therefore the photon input flux variance 𝑉p equals the average value: 

𝑉p = 𝑆p (2) 

And a photon creates either one photo-electron, or it does not, which is the characteristic of a binomial distribution. If a 
statistical variable can only assume the values 0 or 1 (binomial distribution), with a probability 𝑝 of being between 0 and 
1, the average is equal to 𝑝 and the variance to 𝑝(1 − 𝑝). 
 
These type of statistical problems can be evaluated by working with a sum of varying sample size, since every electron 
obtains an individual “yes or no” value, ‘simple’ statistics of a product do not apply here. For the total amount of input 
signal, equation 3 is used.  

𝑆pe0
= 𝜂𝑆p  (3) 

𝑆pe0
= ∑𝜂𝑖   

𝑆p

𝑖

 (4) 

 
Let a statistical variable 𝑋 be the summation of a number of possible occurences of a second statistical variable 𝑌 with 
average 𝑦 and variance 𝑣𝑌 and the amount of occurences to sum is given by a third statistical variable 𝑁 with average 𝑛 
and variance 𝑣𝑁: 

𝑋𝑖 = ∑𝑌𝑘

𝑁𝑖

𝑘

 (5) 

Then the average 𝑥 and variance 𝑣𝑋 of 𝑋 are given by1: 

 
1 Benjamin, J. R., & Cornell, C. A. (1970). Probability, Statistics, and Decisions for Civil Engineers. McGraw-Hill Education. 
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𝑚𝑥 = 𝑛𝑦 (6) 

𝑣𝑋 = 𝑦𝑣𝑁 + 𝑛2𝑣𝑌 (7) 

Therefore, the variance of the initial photo-electron flux 𝑉pe0
 is given by:   

𝑉pe0
= 𝜂(1 − 𝜂)𝑆p + 𝜂2𝑉p = 𝜂𝑆p = 𝑆pe0

 (8) 

And the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) would be:  

RSNPSN
= 

𝑆pe0

√𝑆pe0

= √𝑆pe0
 

(9) 

 EB-gain noise: 
 
When a photo-electron finishes its travel through the cathode gap, it wil reach the CMOS sensor. These electrons are 
considered signal 𝑆pe. Note that the ‘zero’ term is dropped because the full signal is considered instead of just its first 

component. This will be explained in section 2.2.42.2.4. This signal gets amplified by a factor GEB, where “EB” stands for 
Electron Bombarded”. The outgoing signal when this gain is applied will be called outgoing signal (Sout). GEB is, however, 
not a constant and should be treated as a discrete probability density function with weighted population probabilities. 
Any electron in 𝑆in will be amplified individually with a factor 𝐺EB, meaning that a different value for 𝐺EB  is generated for 
each electron in 𝑆in. Therefore the outgoing signal can be expressed as 

𝑆out = ∑𝐺EB
(𝑖)

𝑆pe

𝑖

 (10) 

which is once again a sum of varying sample size. 
 
The variance of such a quantity is different than the variance of a simple product A*B as explained in the previous section, 
and the correct way to describe the variance 𝑣𝑆out

 would be:  

𝑣𝑆out
 =  𝑚𝑆in

𝑣𝐺 + 𝑣𝑆in
𝑚𝐺

2 = 𝑚𝑆in
(𝑣𝐺 + 𝑚𝐺

2)  (11) 

At this point the SNR would be  

SNRPSN + 𝐺EB
= √

𝑚𝑆pe
2𝑚𝐺

2

𝑚𝑆pe
(𝑣𝐺 + 𝑚𝐺

2)
=  𝑚𝐺

√𝑚𝑆pe

(𝑣𝐺 + 𝑚𝐺
2)

 . (12) 

 Effect of Point Spread Function on Noise: 
 
Electrons hitting the back of the CMOS sensor will generate a cloud of secondary electrons that will develop some spatial 
separation, while diffusing towards the photodiodes in the pixels. This effect will influence the variance of certain stages 
by a factor 𝛽 due to the temporal noise factors getting smeared out over several pixels, which lowers the overall noise 
measured at the sensor level. The same argument yields for the scintillation electrons moving from the point of 
instantiation towards the CMOS-sensor. These electrons have a nonzero transverse momentum and will therefore develop 
some spatial separation as well before being detected.  
The factor 𝛽 just counts as correction on the variance. In the case of a signal 𝑥 this will be: 

𝑣𝑥 =  𝛽𝑣𝑥
′     (13) 

where 𝑣𝑥′ is the variance without taking into account the Point Spread Function (PSF). 
 
For the electrons developing spatial separation in the silicon of the CMOS sensor the factor 𝛽EB will be considered and 
for the scintillation electrons that are being spatially separated the factor 𝛽PK will be considered. 
 
For a PSF of 𝜎 and a pixel width of 𝑝, the factor 𝛽 can be expressed as: 
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𝛽(𝑝, 𝜎) = [erf (
𝑝

2𝜎
) −

1

√𝜋

2𝜎

𝑝
(1 − 𝑒

−(
𝑝
2𝜎

)
2

)]
2

      (14) 

under the assumption that the PSF is a mixture of gaussians.  
 
The complete derivation, which was provided by Cedric Lejard, of this factor can be found in the Appendix (section 8.1). 
 

 Scintillation noise:  
 

Electron excites an ion in the vacuum 
chamber: 
 
                                                       
                                               e- 
                    
     e-                     

                      ion+                                     
                                                              

Ion accelerates towards- and hits 
photocathode due to the electric 
field:  
 
 
     Ion+ 
 
 
 
photocathode 

The impact of the Ion creates a cloud 
of scintillation electrons that will 
enter the vaccum chamber: 
 
 
 
        e- 

 
 
Process repeats. 

Figure 2: Scintillation Process 

Electrons generated at the photocathode accelerate towards the EB-CMOS sensor through a vacuum. This vacuum and the 
surface of the detector are slightly imperfect which leads to a probabilistic event called scintillation (figure 2); the photo-
electron interacts with atoms from the imperfect vacuum or the incident plane of the CMOS sensor, creating ions. These 
ions are positively charged and get accelerated in the opposite direction as the photo-electron and hence impact on the 
photocathode. This in turn generates a cloud of electrons, which creates noise in the output signal. These events happen 
at a rate depending on the probability (𝑝) of an electron interacting with these ions and the magnitude of the effect is also 
dependent on the scintillation electrons (𝑛) coming from the ion striking the photocathode.  
Introducing this effect leads to a slight change in the expected output signal. The correct way to describe this is by taking 
into account the possibility for feedback (figure 3), meaning that some of the (𝑛) electrons coming from the scintillation 
makes a second interaction and creates a second scintillation.  
 

Figure 3: Scintillation Feedback 

In order to account for the scintillations, the variance model has to be modified as follows: 
 

The first signal travelling back towards the photo-cathode will be 𝑆ion1
 with a corresponding variance 𝑣ion1

. The ion will 

impact on the photocathod and produce a scintillation. The number of created photo-electrons will differ, but will have an 
average 𝑚𝑛 and a variance 𝑣𝑛. The cloud of electrons forms a new photo-electron flux 𝑆pe1

 with variance 𝑣𝑆pe1
. Note that 

this flux is different from 𝑆out,1 , because the amount of electrons that reach the detector succesfully has not been 

determined yet. This new photo-electon flux can again create an ion flux 𝑆ion2
 and a further photo-electron flux 𝑆pe2

 and 
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so on, as described in the section above and in figure (3). In general for the ith ion 𝑆ion𝑖
 and photo-electron flux 𝑆pe𝑖

 and 

the corrsponding variances 𝑣ion𝑖
 and 𝑣𝑆pe𝑖

 the following applies:  

𝑆ion𝑖
= 𝑝𝑆pe𝑖−1

    (15) 

𝑆pe𝑖
= 𝑛𝑆ion𝑖

      (16) 

Making use of equation 15 the following recursive relations will be obtained: 

𝑣ion𝑖
= 𝑝(1 − 𝑝)𝑆pe𝑖−1

+ 𝑝2𝑣𝑆pe𝑖−1
      (17) 

𝑣𝑆pe𝑖
 = 𝛽PK(𝑉𝑛𝑆ion𝑖

+ 𝑛2𝑣ion𝑖
)    (18) 

In the formula for the photo-electron flux variance, a factor 𝛽PK is introduced to take into account the spreading of the 
scintillation photo-electron cloud over several pixels, as was explained in section 2.2.3. 
Combining the formulas for the ith ion and the photo-electron flux leads to: 

𝑆pe𝑖
= 𝑛𝑝𝑆pe𝑖−1

= 𝑓𝑖𝑆pe0
   (19) 

where the recursive relation 

If 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎𝑥𝑖−1 with 𝑥0 = 𝑑 then 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖𝑑 
 

(20) 

was used. 
 

In this formula a feedback constant 𝑓 was introduced: 

𝑓 = 𝑝𝑛  (21) 

Combining the above equations, a recursive formula for variance of the ith photo-electron flux can be derived: 

𝑣𝑆pe𝑖
= 𝛽PK (𝑣𝑛𝑝𝑆pe𝑖−1

+ 𝑛2𝑝(1 − 𝑝)𝑆pe𝑖−1
+ 𝑛2𝑝2𝑣pe𝑖−1

) = 𝛽PK(𝑛app𝑓𝑆pe𝑖−1
+ 𝑓2𝑣𝑆pe𝑖−1

)  (22) 

In this formula an apparent scintillation weight 𝑛app is introduced: 

𝑛app =
𝑣𝑛𝑝 + 𝑛2𝑝(1 − 𝑝)

𝑛𝑝
=

𝑣𝑛 + 𝑛2(1 − 𝑝)

𝑛
   (23) 

Now, making use of the following recursive relation: 

If 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎𝑏𝑖 + 𝑏2𝑐𝑥𝑖−1 with 𝑥0 = 𝑑 then 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎𝑏𝑖 1−(𝑏𝑐)𝑖

1−𝑏𝑐
+ (𝑏2𝑐)𝑖𝑑 

 
(24) 

The following relations can be obtained: 

𝑣𝑆pe𝑖
= 𝛽PK (𝑛app𝑓

𝑖𝑆pe0
+ 𝑓2𝑣pe𝑖−1

)    (25) 

𝑣𝑆pe𝑖
= [𝛽PK𝑛app𝑓

𝑖
1 − (𝛽PK𝑓)𝑖

1 − 𝛽PK𝑓
+ (𝛽PK𝑓2)𝑖] 𝑆pe0  

 (26) 

𝑣𝑆pe𝑖
=

1

1 − 𝛽PK𝑓
[𝛽PK𝑛app𝑓

𝑖 + (1 − 𝛽PK(𝑛app + 𝑓)) (𝛽PK𝑓2)𝑖] 𝑆pe0
 (27) 

Summing all photo-electron fluxes together, leads to the total photo-electron flux 𝑆petot
: 

𝑣𝑆petot
= ∑𝑆pe𝑖

∞

𝑖=0

=
1

1 − 𝑓
𝑆pe0

 (28) 

And similar for its variance 𝑣𝑆petot
: 
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𝑣petot
= ∑𝑣pe𝑖

∞

𝑖=0

=
1

1 − 𝛽PK𝑓
[
𝛽PK𝑛app

1 − 𝑓
+

1 − 𝛽PK(𝑛app + 𝑓)

1 − 𝛽PK𝑓2
] 𝑆pe0

=
𝐹𝑃𝐾

1 − 𝑓
𝑆pe0

  (29) 

In this formula a photocathode gain factor 𝐹𝑃𝐾 is introduced: 
 

𝐹𝑃𝐾 =
1 − 𝑓

1 − 𝛽PK𝑓
[
𝛽PK𝑛app

1 − 𝑓
+

1 − 𝛽PK(𝑛app + 𝑓)

1 − 𝛽PK𝑓2
] (30) 

 
For the generated secondary electron flux 𝑆out (the output signal) and its variance 𝑣𝑆out

 the following applies: 

𝑆out = 𝐺EB𝑆petot
=

𝐺EB

1 − 𝑓
𝑆pe0

 (31) 

𝑣𝑆out
= 𝛽EB (𝑣𝐺𝑆petot

+ 𝐺EB
2𝑣petot

) (32) 

In the formula for the secondary electron flux variance, a factor 𝛽EB is introduced to take into account the spreading of the 
secondary electron cloud over several pixels. 
Combining the equations above, the output variance reduces to: 

𝑣out =
𝛽EB

1 − 𝑓
(𝑣𝐺 + 𝐺EB

2𝐹𝑃𝐾)𝑆pe0
 (33) 

And finally, the measured apparent EB gain will be: 

𝐺app =
d𝑣out

d𝑆out

=
𝛽EB(𝑣𝐺 + 𝐺EB

2𝐹𝑃𝐾)

𝐺EB

 (34) 

2.3. Monte Carlo Simulation: 

 Incident electrons: 
 
In order to confirm the theoretical models, a Monte Carlo simulation was carried out using Python and C software due to 
performance related considerations. Different types of simulations were performed for different sets of input parameters 
to investigate influence of the different effects.  
 
One of the major influences of the variance in outgoing signal is the photon shot noise. Firstly, the PSN is introduced by 
means of a random-poisson generator. A random number of photo-electrons will leave the photocathode, with an average 
of 

𝑁average  =  
𝐶 𝐿 𝐴pixel 𝑑𝑡

𝑞
 (35) 

electrons. Here 𝐶 is the cathode sensitivity, expressed in ampere per lumen [A lm-1], 𝐿 is the light intensity in [lux], 𝐴pixel is 

the pixel surface in [m2], 𝑑𝑡 is the integration time in seconds [s] and 𝑞 is the elementary charge in charges per Ampere 
per second [A s]. 
 
In the simulation a random number of electrons 𝑁random will be generated for a single frame.  
 

 Scintillations: 
 
Before becoming a secondary electron which will be subject to the GEB , the algorithm loops over this 𝑁𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 and for each 
electron a random number will be generated between 0 and 1. If this number is larger than the factor (1 –  𝑝),  the electron 
of interest will perfrom a scintillation. When the loop over 𝑁average has finished, the amount of electrons that have created 

a scintillation will be determined and from there 𝑛𝑁scintillations  electrons will be generated that will try once again to 
become a secondary electron in a while loop. When feedback occurs, meaning that a scintillation electron starts another 
scintillation event, simply n new electrons are added to the pool and the while loop stops when the pool is empty and all 
scintillation electrons have entered the silicon.  
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 Secondary electrons: 
 
All of the electrons that have entered the silicon get an individual GEB factor. This in fact already happens in the previous 
step. On average an output of 𝐺𝑝𝑁average𝐺EB, average  is expected. These secondary electrons will all follow their own 

trajectory which will be tracked throughout the simulation. The resulting final position of each electron will be mapped to 
a 2D-array that counts the amount of electrons entering it for each frame. At the end, for each frame a 2D-array will be 
filled with numbers that correspond to the output signal of each pixel in that particular frame. From this data  numerous 
statistical properties of such behavior can be extracted. 
 

 Trajectory tracking: 
 
The position distribution of the initial incident electrons coming from the photocathode (𝑁random) will be uniform. With 
each of these electrons a corresponding 𝑥parent and 𝑦parent  will be tracked.  

 
The distribution deviates from being uniform when the PSF is introduced for the scintillation electrons. The n electrons 
coming from these events will slightly deviate from the parent’s position. This deviation is a random 2D Gaussian 
distribution.  
 
Once an electron is converted to a secondary electron, it will create GEB secondary electrons that each have a slightly 
deviated location compared to the parent once again. In the real world this effect is called cross talk. The deviation 
corresponding to the effect of cross talk also follows the 2D Gaussian distribution.  

3. Method of investigation: 
 
In order to investigate the different sources of input signal noise, a Monte Carlo simulator was constructed in which 
different parameters would represent the magnitude of different effects. The main focus of this project is quantifying the 
temporal noise, so these were the only sources implemented in the simulation. After all, as mentioned earlier, in this work 
only noise sources that occur before pixel read-out will be considered. The sources of noise that occur during and after 
pixel read-out can be manually added to the output data of the simulation to make comparing with experimental data 
possible. 

3.1. Implementation of temporal noise (Python): 

 
During the search for a more complete insight in the statistics involved in input signal noise, step by step new behaviours 
will be implemented in the Monte Carlo simulations using python in an effort to match the statistics with theory.  
 

 Photon Shot Noise: 
 
In order to test the performance of the simulator and the accuracy of the theoretical background, all different steps will 
be tested individually, starting with Photon-shot noise. The average number of electrons 𝑁average can be calculated from 

equation 35. From this number a number of electrons 𝑁  will be obtained for each separate frame. Numpy’s poisson 
generator was used for this. All numbers 𝑁 combined should form a poisson distribution. From poisson statistics follows 
that the variance and standard deviation are 
 

𝑣𝑁 =  𝑁 (36) 

𝜎𝑁 = √𝑁 (37) 

Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)  

𝑆𝑁𝑅 = √𝑁  (38) 
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Running a simulation that does not involve any scintillations, PSF or spread in 𝐺EB a result which shows this behaviour 
should be obtained.  
 

 Spread in 𝑮EB  : 
 
Implementation of spreading in 𝐺EB will be tested via comparing SNR curves from different models and simulations. From 
data obtained in an experiment as explained in 3.4.1 the 𝐺EB  population frequency can be determined at each gain level. 
This was included in the simulator with the use of Numpy’s random weighted list choice generator.   
 
The statistics involved in such behaviour are different from regular variables multiplied with each other. An average 
number 𝑁𝐺EB secondary electrons can not be considered, instead a sum of variable sample size has to be dealt with.  

𝑆out = ∑𝐺EB
(𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖= 0

 (39) 

Which shows the statistical behaviour as shown in equations 11-12. 
 
Now the theory and simulation results involving PSN and 𝐺EB-spread can be compared to quantify the accuracy.  
Also, the simulation results and theory can be compared to experimental data in order to see how much these adjustments 
bring the current mathematical model closer to reality. 
 

 Scintillation model: 
 
The method for implementing the scintillations into the Monte Carlo simulator is described in section (2.3). The exact code 
will be provided in the appendix (wel of niet). The difference between results of gain spread and this iteration of the 
simulator will give an indication whether scintillations are the origin of the discrepancy between theory and experimental 
data. Once again, the simulation results can be compared to theory and experimental data to quantify the accuracy.  
The theoretical model with which the simulation results and experimental data are compared is given in section 2.2.4. 
 

3.2. Implementation of input signal noise (C): 

 
Deeper in the project the realisation was made that better computation speed was favoured. For a given amount of 
statistical accuracy, the coding language was swiched to C which made simulations 60 times faster than in python. This 
advantage was used for examining the cross-pixel effects (PSF). In general data storage works differently in C and a lot of 
methods will be written different from the python language, but in essence on a lot of cases the exact same goal is 
achieved. However, for some cases it was found that major changes needed to be made, which will be explained in sections 
3.2.1-3.2.2.  

 Random-Poisson Generator: 
 
Implementation of the PSN follows the exact same principle as in the Python language, however a random-poisson-
generator is not present in regular C libraries. Numpy is an open source python library which consists of code written in C, 
which does contain these random-generators. Slightly modified versions of these functions are used in the simulator. 
 

 Binary Search algorithm  : 
 
Implementation of the PSN follows the exact same principle as in the Python language, however a random-choice function 
is not present in regular C libraries. In order to solve this issue a cumulative weight lists was created instead of regular 
population density lists. Now a random number between 0 and 1 can be generated which should correspond to the index 
of some value in the cumulative weight list. This index is found with a binary search algorithm, and this index is used to 
determine what value will be picked from the population list. 
 

 Point – Spread Function: 
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The last temporal noise source can be implemented as explained in section 2.3.4Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. 
As explained previoiusly, the PSF gets introduced when scintillations occur and when an electron generates a cloud of 
secondary electrons. It is also included in the model derived in section 2.2.3. In order to investigate the accuracy of the 
mathematical model describing this, the so called apparent gain: 

𝐺apparent = 
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑆
 (40) 

will be compared for different binning levels. For this reason the programming language C was preferred in order to be 
able to compute more pixels and cross-pixel effect without sacrificing too much computation time. Typically six binning 
levels (1x1, 2x2, 4x4, 8x8, 16x16 and 32x32 pixels) are compared. The hypothesis is that with a higher binning number, the 
effect of the PSF will be smaller relative to the gain in signal. This effect can be plotted as 𝐺apparent  vs binning number for 

the simulation and model and this way the two can be compared.  
 
In the simulation a 48x48 pixel surface was made with all pixels being exposed to the same light intensity, and letting the 
intensity vary over time. For each intensity the results of a number of frames can be examined and the variance of a (set 
of) pixel(s) can be determined. Now 𝐺apparent  can be calculated for each (set of) pixel(s) and 𝐺apparent can be graphed vs 

binning number. The sample size of 48x48 was chosen to create a wide enough border outside the 32x32 binning area. 
This way on each side still 8 pixels remain. The probability of an electron travelling more than 8 pixels for the typical PSF 
values is negligible.  
 

3.3. Determination of constants: 

 
Different variables that are used to describe the behaviour of the models are determined as follows. 

 Input signal: 
 
The cathode sensitivity (𝐶) is a property of the material used as photocathode in the device of investigation.  
 
The pixel survace area (𝐴) is given by the type of CMOS sensor used in the device. Typically the width of such a pixel is 
about 10 𝜇𝑚, making the the surface area 10−10𝑚2.  
 
The integration time 𝑑𝑡 is variable per device, but usually frame rates of 50 frames per second (fps) are used. Ocasionally 
other values like 60 fps are used. In this work 50 fps is used, because that was used for the determination of the 
experimental data.  
 
For the lux levels the dynamic range of the detector will be followed, which are the same values that are used in the 
experimental data. Typically the lowes values is of the order 10−6 and the highest of the order 10−3. In many cases it turns 
out usefull to compare the results on log-log scale, because a square-root behavior, which is encountered a lot, will be a 
straight line on such scales.   
 

3.4. Experimental Data: 

 

 EB-gain Histogram Particle Count 
 
The particle count distribution for the EB-gain was found by examining a set of frames that was shot in the dark. The only 
signal coming trough is the photocathode-dark current, or the Equivalent Background Illumination (EBI). The benefit of 
measuring this way is that the signal will consist of a lot of single electron hits, such that lots of the clusters of signal that 
will be detected are directly reflecting the EB-gain. In order to correct for the offset, first a set of 100 frames will be 
captured to calculate a median value for the offset. This value will get substracted from the total signal, and all negative 
pixel values as well as very low (1 or 2) pixel values will be set to zero in order to compensate for the read noise. The 
remaining image will consist of a lot of zero’s and clusters of neighbouring pixels containing a signal. The pixelvalues of one 
cluster of signal added up should in the most cases be reflecting the amount of secondary electrons coming from a single 
incident electron. This is done for all pixels in each frames, giving a set of possible EB-gain values with their corresponding 
occurrence. The normalized occurrence, or the weight corresponding to the population, can be determined by dividing the 
occurrence by the total amount of clusters detected, giving a discrete density plot of the EB-gain population. 
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 Temporal noise vs Signal (PTC): 
 
For a Temporal noise vs Signal (PTC) plot the light intensity is varied, starting from extremely low intensity, till saturation 
intensity. For each light level typically 100 frames are shot and pixel values for individual pixels are evaluated. From this 
data, for each light level one can compute a variance and a mean per pixel by comparing the 100 individual frames. The 
average variance can now be computed for all pixels combined. This value will be corrected with a factor 1/12 due to the 
quantisation noise, and the offset. After taking the square root the temporal noise for a given light level will be obtained.  
 
This data can be used to evaluate a PTC, but also for an apparent EB-gain vs Binning number graph. The apparent EB-gain 
can be calculated from equation 40. This value can be computed for different kinds of pixel width. If the signal of a 
cluster of 1x1, 2x2, 4x4, 8x8 16x16 and 32x32 pixels are combined, it can be seen how this quantity varies with pixel size. 
The results of this contain a data on which equation 14 can be fitted to gain information about the PSF. 
 

 Read noise determination: 
 
The read noises were drawn from the measurements with the lowest light level. The temporal noise at these levels 
should equal the noise floor which would be the read noise.  

4. Results: 
 

4.1. Model vs Simulations: 

 
Different effects can be isolated and examined separately in the Monte Carlo simulations described in previous sections.  

 Photon Shot Noise: 
 
The PSN implemented in the Monte Carlo simulator is expected to show the behavior of equation 8. Results of the SNR vs 
signal was modeled by equation 9 and compared with the SNR results of the simulation in figure 4. Here, the blue line 
represents the computed SNR of the simulation involving PSN carried out in python versus the input Light intensity. The 
orange line is the mathematical model (equation 9) used to describe this behaviour. The results are made with a constant 
𝐺EB of 84 secondary electrons per incident electron. Also the scintillation probability was set to zero in order to exclude 
the effects of scintillation, and the PSF for both secondary and scintillation electrons was set to zero to negate this effect 
as well.   
 

Effect In use/Magnitude 

Photon Shot Noise On (Poisson) 

𝑮EB – spread Off  

Cathode Sensitivity 1600 

Scintillation probability  0 

Scintillation gain  0 

Pixel surface 10-10 m2 

PSF - cross talk (secondary electrons) 0 𝜇m 

PSF - scintillation 0 𝜇m 

Table 1: Experimental parameters (1) 
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Figure 4: SNR vs light intensity in lux (PSN) 

 Spread in 𝑮EB: 
 
If the 𝐺EB is not treated as a constant, but rather as a discrete density distribution, one has to take into account the 
statistical effect of summation of varying sample size as explained in section 2.2.1. The model expected to describe such 
behavior is given in equations 11-12. Results of the SNR vs signal of the simulation were once again compared with the 
model in figure 5. Here, the blue line represents the computed SNR of the simulation involving PSN and 𝐺EB – spread, 
carried out in python versus the input light intensity. The green line is the mathematical model (equation 12) used to 
describe this behaviour. The orange line shows the behaviour of the model from figure 4 as a reference. Furthermore the 
model which contains only the PSN is given to show the effects of adding the spread in 𝐺EB. The simulations used the 
particle count results described in section 3.4.1 from the device L2U0020. 
 

Effect In use/Magnitude 

Photon Shot Noise On (Poisson) 

𝑮EB – spread On (device L2U0020) 

Cathode Sensitivity 1600 

Scintillation probability  0 

Scintillation gain  0 

Pixel surface 10-10 m2 

PSF - cross talk (secondary electrons) 0 𝜇m 

PSF - scintillation 0 𝜇m 

Table 2: Experimental parameters (2) 
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Figure 5: SNR vs light intensity in lux (EB-gain) 

 Scintillation noise: 
 
Implementation of the scintillation effect as described in section 2.3.2 means that more adjustments have to be made to 
the model describing the SNR. The resulting model is shown in equations 33-34 and compared with the results of the 
simulation containing this effect in figures 6. Here, the blue line represents the computed SNR of the simulation involving 
PSN, 𝐺EB – spread and scintillations, carried out in python versus the input light intensity. The red line is the mathematical 
model (equation 31 divided by the square root of equation 33) used to describe this behaviour. The orange and green lines 
show the behaviour of the models from figure 4 as a reference. For the results the same particle count results were used 
as in section 4.1.2, only now the scintillation frequency was set to 𝑝 = 0.002, which is the value that fits the behaviour of 
device L2U0020, as approximately in 0.2% of the signal a extremely high value was obtained which is impossible for single 
electrons and hence must be a scintillation. The scintillation gain was set to 𝑛 = 20, which is assumed to be a realistic 
value based on experiences of these type of devices at PHOTONIS. 
 

Effect In use/Magnitude 

Photon Shot Noise On (Poisson) 

𝑮EB – spread On (device L2U0020) 

Cathode Sensitivity 1600 

Scintillation probability  0.002 

Scintillation gain  20 

Pixel surface 10-10 m2 

PSF - cross talk (secondary electrons) 0 𝜇m 

PSF - scintillation 0 𝜇m 

Table 3: Experimental parameters (3) 
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Figure 6: SNR vs light intensity in lux (Scintillations) 

 Point Spread Function (PSF): 
 
The results of implementation of trajectory deviations due to the PSF are shown in figure 7 for binning numbers 1x1, 2x2, 
4x4, 8x8, 16x16 and 32x32. For these results 𝑃𝑆𝐹 = 3𝜇𝑚 is used for both scintillation and secondary electron PSF.  
 

Effect In use/Magnitude 

Photon Shot Noise On (Poisson) 

𝑮EB – spread On (device L2U0020) 

Cathode Sensitivity 1600 

Scintillation probability  0.002 

Scintillation gain  20 

Pixel surface 10-10 m2 

PSF - cross talk (secondary electrons) 3 𝜇m 

PSF - scintillation 3 𝜇m 

Table 4: Experimental parameters (4) 
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Figure 7: Temporal Noise vs light intensity in lux (PSF) 

4.2. Model & Simulation vs Experimental Data: 

 
The results of measurements performed as explained in section 4.1 contain data in which more than just the input signal 
noise is present. In the experimental data it is clearly visible that for low values of input signal the line does not follow the 
square-root behavior that exists in all of the simulation data + models, but a so called noise floor is visible. This can be 
compensated by adding a read noise to the data as shown in section 3.4.3. If the resulting 𝐺EB – curves and PTC - curves 
from the models, simulation and experimental data are graphed in the same figure for different binning levels figure 8 is 
obtained. 
 

Effect In use/Magnitude 

Photon Shot Noise On (Poisson) 

𝑮EB – spread On 

Cathode Sensitivity 1600 

Scintillation probability  0.002 

Scintillation gain  20 

Pixel surface 10-10 m2 

PSF - cross talk (secondary electrons) 3 𝜇m 

PSF - scintillation 3 𝜇m 

Read noise On 

Table 5: Experimental parameters (5) 
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Figure 8: Temporal Noise vs light intensity in lux + experimental data 

5. Discussion: 

5.1. Factor 3/2: 

 
In the model describing the Point Spread function (PSF) in section 2.2.3 the standard deviation of the PSF has to be 
manually corrected with a factor of around 3/2. Note that a precise correction factor is not known, so this might as well 

be √2 or  𝜋 2⁄ . As an example when working with a PSF of  3 𝜋𝑚 in the simulator, a model with a PSF of around 2 𝜋𝑚 will 

have the best fit.  An agreement exists between simulation and experimental data, but the model disagrees with both. 
This would suggest that somewhere in the calculation this factor was missed, or that coincidentally the same factor was 
missed for simulation and experimental data. The latter seems unlikely.  
 

5.2. Performance of Random Generators 

 
Since the accuracy of Monte Carlo Simulations depends heavily on the performance of Random-Generators, their 
performances will be investigated in detail in this section.  
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 Random lookup-table selection: 
 
When the electrons reach the back side of the EB CMOS sensor the number of electrons will be amplified with a factor Geb. 
This amplification factor is selected randomly from a weighted list data set which was measured for a specific device. The 
weight list is given in cumulative occurrence to the corresponding population. The binary search algorithm was used to 
select a random amplification factor. The performance of this random generator is shown in figure 9. Here, the blue line 
represents the normalized occurrence for the data measured for device EB CMOS L2U0020. The orange line represents a 
batch of 9000 simulated EB-gains randomly drawn from a list of linearly interpolated values calculated from the measured 
data (blue line). The simulated gain was expressed in electrons (e) and therefore had to be converted to DN.  
 Also some predicted and calculated parameters of interest are shown.  

 

Figure 9: Random Generator Population Density 

In the figure a sort of oscillating pattern is visible, which can be explained by the fact that some values of the occurrence 
lookup table were not within reach of the uniform random generator’s accuracy. Since the particle value of the simulation 
is in electrons (e), a problem is encountered that when converting it to DN, in some cases it can split the particle value 
exactly at the border of one such values. Meaning that particle_value(N) will be higher/lower than expected and 
particle_value(N+1) will be lower/higher. This results in the oscillating behavior seen in the figure. This problem can easily 
be tackled by introducing a new random_uniform_generator, but since it does not affect the results of interest of the 
simulation this was second priority. 

 Random Poisson Generator: 
 
Some simulations were written in C which does not contain any sort of random Poisson generator by itself. Random Poisson 
generators are designed to take in an average as input, and give back an integer output, which, if carried out multiple 
times, should make the shape of a Poisson distribution 

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘) =  
𝜆𝑘

𝑘!
𝑒−𝜆 (41) 

where P is the probability of observing output k when working with a mean 𝜆. 
 
Regular algorithms for such problems will work for small values of 𝜆, since the exponent of a large negative number is 
difficult to compute within certain programs. Combined with optimization considerations this leads to a poisson generator 
that uses different algorithms for different values of 𝜆.  
 
Python is written in C, and since the programming language Python does contain a function for random Poisson generators 
in the Numpy package, the algorithms used in the Numpy implementation were copied and slightly rewritten in a way that 
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benefits the simulation cost. The performance of these algorithms is visible in figures 10 – 14. In these figures, the orange 
line represents the results of the simulated Poisson numbers. The blue line is the mathematical model for a Poisson 
distribution for λ = 5, λ = 50 and λ = 1000 for figures 12, 13 and 14 respectively, making use of equation 41. Note that 
at higher values of 𝜆 it is difficult to compare the output histogram with an exact density distribution, because of the 
difficulty of computing the exponential. Therefore at higher values only the mean, variance and overall shape of the result 
will be considered. Results were shown for simulation in different domains of 𝜆 in order to show performance of the 
different algorithms.  
 
𝜆 =  5: In the figure below the normalized occurrence vs particle value in electrons is shown for a mathematical model 
and for results of a simulation carried out in C. Here the algorithms that were best suitable in the range 0 <  𝜆 < 10  were 
used. 
Calculated average: 5,052784   Expected average: 5 
Calculated variance: 5,01933   Expected variance: 5 

 

Figure 10: Random Poisson Generator (𝝀 =  𝟓) 

𝜆 =  50: In the figure below the normalized occurrence vs particle value in electrons is shown for a mathematical model 
and for results of a simulation carried out in C. Here the algorithms that were best suitable in the range 10 <  𝜆 < 100  
were used. 
 
 
Calculated average: 50,01389   Expected average: 50 
Calculated variance: 51,03548   Expected variance: 50 
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Figure 11: Random Poisson Generator (𝝀 =  𝟓𝟎) 

𝜆 =  1000: In the figure below the normalized occurrence vs particle value in electrons is shown for a mathematical model 
and for results of a simulation carried out in C. Here the algorithms that were best suitable in the range  𝜆 > 100  were 
used. For values above 100, the Poisson distribution can be approximated as a Gaussian with mean and variance 𝜆. 
Calculated average: 999,4999   Expected average: 1000 
Calculated variance: 1022,703   Expected variance: 1000 

 

Figure 12: Random Poisson Generator (𝝀 =  𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎) (1) 

This graph shows some inaccurate behavior which can originate from 2 things:  
- The random generator used in the random normal generator does not have enough accuracy to create equal 

probabilities. 

- Not enough data points were used. 

If the curve is smoothened out by calculating averages between two points the following behavior will be obtained: 
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Figure 13: Random Poisson Generator (𝝀 =  𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎) (2) 

 

Figure 14: Random Poisson Generator (𝝀 =  𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎) (3) 

5.3. Inaccuracy at second binning level: 

 
In the both figures 7 and 8 for binning level 2 it can be seen that the simulation and model agree the least. This is 
something that does not seem as a coincidence as performing multiple of these type of simulations did not get rid of this 
issue. There is a possibility that the random generator taking care of the position of the electrons has a preference for, 
for example, placing electrons towards the edge of certain pixels which would mean that the results would be slightly 
biased. This issue can be investigated by trying out different random generators or altering the simulator in general. 
However, since it was clear that the problem lied within the simulator itself and not the theory behind the model, it was 
decided that perfecting this was not the main purpose of this project.  
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6. Conclusion: 
 

6.1. Model vs Simulation: 

 
Building up the simulator step by step to verify different stages of the model and simulation simultaneously gives a lot of 
support on the credibility of the model. The inclusion of PSN in figure 4 shows that the square-root approach of equation 
9 agrees very well with what is observed from the simulations. Apart from the tail of the curve almost no two separate 
points are distinguishable. This means that the model describes statistical properties of the simulation in high precision. 
The simulation is a simplified version of the reality and therefore it can be concluded that after inclusion of the PSN the 
model still holds.  
 
The model describing the spread in 𝐺EB  has the same properties. Again, the two curves from figure 5 are in good 
agreement. The difference between the PSN curves and the PSN + 𝐺EB curves can be clearly distinguished. From this it can 
be concluded that the model describes statistical properties of the simulation of PSN and 𝐺EB. 
 
The third model describing PSN + spread in 𝐺EB + Scintillation noise again shows agreement with the simulated scintillation 
noise. The precision is slightly worse than before, since the impact of such a probabilistic event that might happen 0 to 10 
times in low light levels is very high, especially because its impact gets amplified. This problem was compensated for by 
evaluating more frames (20.000 instead of 500). In the real world the devices should show the same behavior as what was 
simulated, meaning that at short notice and low light levels experimental data might also disagree with the models. 
Measurements should however agree more and more with the model’s predictions as more data is obtained, which can 
usually be done by doing a longer measurement that calculates more frames. 
 
The PSF curve is plotted for multiple binning levels that each have different 𝛽-factors. The figures show that the model 
accurately predicts the behavior of the simulation including a PSF, after compensating for the factor 3/2 from section 5.1.  
 

6.2. Model & Simulation vs Experimental Data: 

 
The model and simulation graphs can only be compared to experimental data when all of the investigated effects are 
included. A read noise added to the simulation data and model makes sure that the experimental data agrees with the 
model and simulation. It can be seen that for all binning levels the simulation data and the predictions of the complete 
model agree with the experimental data.  

7. Further Outlook: 

7.1. Testing on more devices: 

The scope of this project was to construct a model which was able to describe different statistical characteristics of a device 
given some of its specific properties. Characteristics such as scintillation probability, EB-gain population density curve and 
PSF might be device specific. So far only data of the device L2U0020 has been compared to the model and simulations. It 
might be useful to test these models on different devices.  

 Possible findings: 
 
Under the assumption that the model is correct in describing the PSN, EB-gain spread, scintillation noise and the PSF, one 
might be able to find a new type of noise/disturbance in a device. Previously little was known about the scintillations and 
how much it impacted the performance. In the future there is the possibility to stumble upon devices which have more 
noise, but the source cannot be described by the assumed model. Finding this would hint at a possible unknown type of 
noise which can then be investigated. 

7.2. Process control: 

 
Now that more is known about input signal noise sources of the EB CMOS camera, it is easier to rate a device’s 
performance. This is evidently a very useful tool for tackling problems in the production line. A mathematical model can 
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be fitted over data obtained from a faulty device and this way in can be found very quickly which component might have 
some imperfections in it.  

7.3. Image Intensifier Tube: 

 
The mathematics involved in the statistical analysis of the noise propagation in the EB CMOS device apply for a major 
part to other comparable devices as well. For example, the image intensifier tube suffers from these kinds of noise 
sources in a similar way. Perhaps a whole different approach needs to be taken, but at least some more of the building 
blocks are there for describing these devices as well.  
 

8. Appendix: 
 

8.1. Point – Spread Function Derivation: 

 
In the derivation below, the following assumptions are made: 

• There is a uniform incoming signal density S 

• There is a uniform EB-gain g in the silicon 

• The point spread function can be modelled with a mixture of Gaussians 
 
In case the point spread function can be neglected, the pixel mean 𝜇p and variance 𝜎p

2 are related through Poisson 

statistics to the incoming signal mean 𝜇s as: 

 
 

 

When the EB-gain 𝑔 comes into play, this turns into:  

 
 

 

When the point spread function cannot be neglected, the pixel will collect signal from every area d2𝒓 as indicated in the 
figure above and the former formula has to be summed over all areas d2𝒓: 

 

 

 

Where 

 
 

 

The gain has to be integrated over the full pixel taking the point spread function into account: 

(𝜇p, 𝜎p
2) = (𝜇s, 𝜇s) 

(𝜇p, 𝜎p
2) = (𝑔𝜇s, 𝑔

2𝜇s) 

(𝜇p, 𝜎p
2) = (∑𝑔𝑗𝜇𝑗
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Summing the above over all space leads to: 

 

 

 

The integral of the point spread function over all space must equal 1. This enables the derivation of the pixel mean 
without prior knowledge of the point spread function, by simply reversing the integration order:  

 
 

 

where 𝑝 is the pixel size. This is the same as expected when there was no point spread function. 
Due to the square in the integral, the pixel variance will deviate from Poisson statistics. This deviation will be denoted as 
𝛽: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As stated above, we will assume a Gaussian mixture for the point spread function: 

 

 

 

where 𝑞𝑖 is the mixing probability with: 

 

 

 

Insertion into the above formula for 𝛽 gives: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With 

 

 

 

Taking Cartesian coordinates for the 𝒓 and 𝒑 vector, this leads to: 
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Rearranging results in: 

 

 

 

This can be reduced to: 

 

 

 

The subscripts 𝑥 and 𝑦 have been dropped. This can be further transformed into: 

 

 

 

Where for convenience the 𝑝 has been replaced by 𝑢 and 𝑣 in the two inner integrals. 
To handle the occurrence of 𝜎𝑖 and 𝜎𝑗, the following change of variables is performed: 

 

 

 

This change of variables results in: 

 

 

 

The quadratic form inside the exponential can be reduced leading to: 

 

 

 

Changing integration order and integration over 𝑅 yields: 

 

 

 

Back to the variables 𝑢 and 𝑣 leads to: 

 

 

 

Solving the inner integral results in: 
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Realising that: 

 

 

 

the last integral can be evaluated. This leads to: 

 

 

 

In the case the point spread function can be modelled using a single Gaussian, 𝛽 is reduced to:  
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8.2. Code (Python): 
#script for running a simulation 

import numpy as np 

import random as random 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import math 

from pandas import DataFrame 

 

def photo_electron_gen(lux, pixel_surface, integration_time): 

    #function for amount of electrons generated  

    #lux = amount of lux 

    #pixel_surface is the width multiplied by the length of the pixel 

    #photo_response is the quantum efficiency of the photokathode 

    #integration_time is the time dt that the pixel collects photoelectrons 

    #d is the discance from light source to pixel 

    power = 1600 * 10**(-6) * lux * pixel_surface * integration_time 

    num_electrons = power * 6.242 * 10**18 

 

 

    num_electrons_disc = np.random.poisson(num_electrons) 

    #dit moet poisson verdeling worden per frame 

 

 

    return num_electrons_disc, num_electrons 

     

 

def photo_electron_evo(p, num_electrons_disc, n_avg, dn): 

    gain_list = np.zeros(num_electrons_disc) 

    no_scint_electrons = 0 

    scint_electrons = 0 

    num_scintillations = 0 

    for electron in range(0, num_electrons_disc): 

        scint = random.random() 

        G_eb = int(6.8*EB_gain(G_avg, dG, Gain_population, Gain_weights)) 

        gain_list[electron] = G_eb 

 

        if scint > 1-p: 

            n = 20 

            scint_electrons += n -1 

            num_scintillations += 1 

        else: 

            no_scint_electrons += G_eb 

    num_feedback = 0 

    sec_electrons = no_scint_electrons 

 

    return sec_electrons, scint_electrons, num_feedback, gain_list, 

num_scintillations 

 

 

def scint_feedback(scint_electrons, num_feedback, gain_list, num_scintillations, 

n_avg, dn): 

    sec_scint_electrons = 0 

 

    while scint_electrons > 0: 

        num_feedback += 1 

        for i in range(0, scint_electrons): 

            scint = random.random() 

            if scint > 1-p:          

                n = 20 

                scint_electrons += n - 1 

                num_scintillations += 1 

            else: 
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                G_eb = int(6.8*EB_gain(G_avg, dG, Gain_population, Gain_weights)) 

 

                np.append(gain_list, G_eb) 

                scint_electrons -= 1 

                sec_scint_electrons += G_eb 

 

    if num_electrons_disc > 0: 

        scint_rate = num_scintillations/num_electrons_disc 

    else: 

        scint_rate = p 

 

    return num_feedback, sec_scint_electrons, gain_list, num_scintillations, 

scint_rate 

 

def EB_gain(G_avg, dG, Gain_population, Gain_weights): 

    #G_eb = random.random()*200 

    #G_eb = 200 

 

    G_eb = np.random.choice(Gain_population, 1, p = Gain_weights) 

    # G 

    return G_eb  

 

 

def scint_gain(n_avg, dn): 

    n = int(np.random.normal(n_avg, dn)) 

    return n  

 

pixel_surface = 100*10**(-12) 

 

integration_time = 0.02 

 

 

p = 0.0000 

 

avg_SNR_list = [] 

 

Gain_population = 

[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,

31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,5

8,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85

,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100] 

Gain_weights = [0,0,0,0,2.977348300015059e-

05,0.081171025,0.087637665,0.092006536,0.095398305,0.095756015,0.090498869,0.08123

0083,0.068466295,0.055943062,0.044509766,0.035669272,0.028504496,0.022965503,0.018

727712,0.016009111,0.013365414,0.011400646,0.00954967,0.008163485,0.0069199,0.0057

75706,0.004834135,0.004126396,0.0034926,0.002893375,0.002383457,0.002054555,0.0016

62754,0.001427001,0.001193169,0.000989586,0.000863307,0.000717822,0.000601146,0.00

0470546,0.000434534,0.000341866,0.000285688,0.00025736,0.000205984,0.000164691,0.0

00164691,0.000109954,0.000101311,9.55496E-05,6.53002E-05,5.08957E-05,4.75347E-

05,3.79317E-05,2.73685E-05,3.16898E-05,2.5928E-05,2.11265E-05,1.2964E-05,1.6325E-

05,9.12282E-06,7.20223E-06,9.12282E-06,5.28163E-06,3.36104E-06,3.84119E-

06,3.84119E-06,5.76178E-06,2.88089E-06,3.36104E-06,6.24193E-06,3.84119E-

06,1.44045E-06,1.92059E-06,0,1.92059E-06,1.44045E-06,4.80149E-07,2.40074E-

06,1.92059E-06,9.60297E-07,4.80149E-07,4.80149E-07,9.60297E-07,0,4.80149E-

07,1.44045E-06,4.80149E-07,1.44045E-06,9.60297E-07,1.92059E-06,4.80149E-

07,1.44045E-06,1.92059E-06,0,9.60297E-07,9.60297E-07,4.80149E-07,1.44045E-

06,4.80149E-07] 

 

G_avg = np.average(Gain_population, weights=Gain_weights) 

dG = math.sqrt(np.cov(Gain_population, aweights=Gain_weights)) 

n = 20 

 

n_avg = 25 
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dn = 0 

 

lux_min = 0 

lux_max = 100 

lux_step = 5 

 

# lux_list = np.arange(lux_min, lux_max, lux_step) 

lux_list = [0.000001, 0.000003, 0.00001, 0.00003, 0.0001, 0.0003, 0.001, 0.003] 

 

 

tracker = 0 

frames = 700 

avg_feedback_list = [] 

avg_photoelec_list = [] 

avg_sec_elec_list = [] 

avg_scint_elec_list = [] 

avg_signal_list = [] 

var_signal_list = [] 

 

avg_gain_list = [] 

std_avg_gain = [] 

 

std_scint_rate = [] 

avg_scint_rate = [] 

 

std_scint_gain = [] 

avg_scint_gain = [] 

 

 

for lux in lux_list: 

 

    feedback_list = [] 

    sec_electrons_list = [] 

    sec_scint_electrons_list = [] 

    num_electrons_disc_list = [] 

    SNR_list = [] 

    avg_gain_frame_list = [] 

    avg_scint_rate_frame = [] 

    avg_scint_gain_frame = [] 

 

    tracker += 1 

    print(tracker) 

    total_signal_list = [] 

    for i in range(0, frames): 

 

        num_electrons_disc, num_electrons = photo_electron_gen(lux, pixel_surface, 

integration_time) 

        sec_electrons, scint_electrons, num_feedback, gain_list, 

num_scintillations = photo_electron_evo(p, num_electrons_disc, n_avg, dn) 

        num_feedback, sec_scint_electrons, gain_list, num_scintillations, 

scint_rate = scint_feedback(scint_electrons, num_feedback, gain_list, 

num_scintillations, n_avg, dn) 

 

        feedback_list.append(num_feedback) 

        sec_electrons_list.append(sec_electrons) 

        sec_scint_electrons_list.append(sec_scint_electrons) 

        num_electrons_disc_list.append(num_electrons_disc) 

     

        #SNR_list.append(sec_scint_electrons/(sec_electrons+1)) 

 

        total_signal = sec_electrons + sec_scint_electrons 

        total_signal_list.append(total_signal) 
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        avg_scint_rate_frame.append(scint_rate) 

 

        # if num_scintillations > 0: 

        #   scint_gain = (scint_electrons + 

sec_scint_electrons)/num_scintillations 

        #   avg_scint_gain_frame.append(scint_gain) 

 

        gain_frame_avg = np.mean(gain_list) 

        if gain_frame_avg > 0: 

            avg_gain_frame_list.append(gain_frame_avg) 

 

 

    avg_scint_rate.append(np.mean(avg_scint_rate_frame)) 

    std_scint_rate.append(np.nanvar(avg_scint_rate_frame)) 

 

    avg_scint_gain.append(np.mean(avg_scint_gain_frame)) 

    std_scint_gain.append(np.std(avg_scint_gain_frame)) 

 

    avg_feedback = sum(feedback_list)/frames 

    avg_feedback_list.append(avg_feedback) 

 

    avg_photoelec = sum(num_electrons_disc_list)/frames 

    avg_photoelec_list.append(avg_photoelec) 

 

    avg_sec_elec = sum(sec_electrons_list)/frames 

    avg_sec_elec_list.append(avg_sec_elec) 

 

    avg_scint_elec = sum(sec_scint_electrons_list)/frames 

    avg_scint_elec_list.append(avg_scint_elec) 

 

    avg_signal = np.mean(total_signal_list) 

    avg_signal_list.append(avg_signal) 

 

    avg_gain_list.append(np.mean(avg_gain_frame_list)) 

 

    std_avg_gain.append(np.std(avg_gain_frame_list)) 

 

 

    std_deviation = np.std(total_signal_list) 

 

    var_signal_list.append(np.var(total_signal_list)) 

 

 

    avg_SNR = avg_signal/std_deviation 

     

     

    avg_SNR_list.append(avg_SNR) 

     

    # hist = plt.hist(sec_electrons_list, bins = 20) 

    # hist = plt.hist(sec_scint_electrons_list, bins = 100) 

    # hist = plt.hist(SNR_list, bins = 20) 

model = np.zeros(len(lux_list)) 

# modelnew = np.zeros(len(lux_list)) 

# modelold = np.zeros(len(lux_list)) 

model3 = np.zeros(len(lux_list)) 

model4 = np.zeros(len(lux_list)) 

model5 = np.zeros(len(lux_list)) 

model6 = np.zeros(len(lux_list)) 

for i in range(0,len(lux_list)): 

    # valmod = 1600 * 10**(-6) * lux_list[i] * pixel_surface * integration_time * 

6.242 * 10**18 
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    # model[i] = math.sqrt(valmod) 

    # # modelnew[i] = 

1/math.sqrt(((1+G_avg**2+dG**2*valmod)/(valmod*G_avg**2))+((dG**2)/(valmod**2*G_av

g**2))) 

    # # modelold[i] = math.sqrt(valmod/(1+(dG/G_avg)**2*valmod)) 

    # valmod3 = (valmod*dG**2 + valmod*G_avg**2 + dG**2*valmod**2) 

    # var6 = (std_avg_gain[i]**2+avg_gain_list[i]**2)*(var_signal_list[i] + 

avg_signal_list[i]**2)*(1 + (std_scint_rate[i] + avg_scint_rate[i]**2)*(n-1)**2) - 

\ 

    # avg_gain_list[i]**2*avg_signal_list[i]**2*(1- avg_scint_rate[i]**2*(n-1)**2) 

    # var7 = (dG**2 + G_avg**2)*(valmod + valmod**2)*(1 + (p + p**2)*(n-1)**2) - 

G_avg**2*valmod**2*(1-p**2*(n-1)**2) 

     

    # f = 1 + (std_scint_rate[i]**2 + avg_scint_rate[i]**2)*(1+ 

(std_scint_gain[i]**2+avg_scint_gain[i]**2)) 

    # signal_mod4 = G_avg*valmod*(1 + p*(n-1)) 

    # signal_mod6 = avg_signal_list[i] 

    # # valmod4 = (std_avg_gain[i]**2 + avg_gain_list[i]**2)*(valmod + 

valmod**2)*f - avg_gain_list[i]**2*valmod**2*(1 + 

avg_scint_rate[i]**2*(1+avg_scint_gain[i]**2))/(signal_mod4**2) 

    # model3[i] = avg_gain_list[i]*valmod/math.sqrt(valmod3) 

    # # model4[i] = signal_mod4/math.sqrt(valmod4) 

    # # valmod5p = (valmod3 + std_scint_rate[i]**2 + valmod3*avg_scint_rate[i]**2 

+ std_scint_rate[i]**2*valmod**2*avg_gain_list[i]**2) 

    # # valmod5n = (valmod5p + std_scint_gain[i]**2 + 

valmod5p*avg_scint_gain[i]**2 + 

std_scint_gain[i]**2*valmod**2*avg_gain_list[i]**2*avg_scint_rate[i]**2) 

    # # model5[i] = signal_mod4/math.sqrt(valmod5n) 

    # model6[i] = signal_mod4/math.sqrt(var7) 

    S = 1600 * 10**(-6) * lux_list[i] * pixel_surface * integration_time * 6.242 * 

10**18 

    dS = math.sqrt(S) 

    model[i] = dS 

    # modelnew[i] = 

1/math.sqrt(((1+G_avg**2+dG**2*valmod)/(valmod*G_avg**2))+((dG**2)/(valmod**2*G_av

g**2))) 

    # modelold[i] = math.sqrt(valmod/(1+(dG/G_avg)**2*valmod)) 

    # var3 = (dS**2*G_avg**2 + dS**2*dG**2) 

    var3 = (G_avg**2 + dG**2)*S 

     

 

    var4 =  (S + S*p)*dG**2 + (S*p + S*p**2 + p*S**2 + S**2)*G_avg**2 

 

    dp = math.sqrt(p*(1-p)) 

 

    A = S*(dp**2+p**2) 

    R = p**2*n**2 

    K = dp**2*n 

    B = (n*(1-p))**2 

 

 

    var6 = S*(1-p)/(1-p*n)*dG**2 + G_avg**2*(A*B/(1-R) + K*S*(1+p/(1-p*n)*(1 + 

B/(1-R))) + S*((1-p)**2 + dp**2)) 

 

    #var5 = (S + dS)*(G_avg**2+dG**2) 

    model3[i] = S*G_avg/math.sqrt(var3) 

 

 

    model6[i] = S*((1-p)/(1-p*n))*G_avg/math.sqrt(var6) 

    #model5[i] = S*G_avg/math.sqrt(var5) 

 

 

print(avg_SNR_list) 
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sim = plt.loglog(lux_list, avg_SNR_list, label="Simulated SNR") 

mod = plt.loglog(lux_list, model, label = "SNR model") 

# mod2 = plt.loglog(lux_list, modelnew, label = "SNR newmodel") 

# mod3 = plt.loglog(lux_list, modelold, label = "SNR oldmodel") 

mod3 = plt.loglog(lux_list, model3, label = "SNR model3") 

#mod4 = plt.loglog(lux_list, model4, label = "SNR model4") 

#mod5 = plt.loglog(lux_list, model5, label = "SNR model5") 

#mod6 = plt.loglog(lux_list, model6, label = "SNR model6") 

# mod4 = plt.loglog(lux_list, model4, label = "SNR model4") 

# mod5 = plt.loglog(lux_list, model5, label = "SNR model5") 

mod6 = plt.loglog(lux_list, model6, label = "SNR model6") 

plt.legend(loc = "upper left") 

plt.title("Comparison SNR model and simulation, p =0") 

plt.xlabel("Light intensity (lux)") 

plt.ylabel("Signal-to-noise Ratio") 

plt.show() 

 

 

 

df1 = DataFrame({'Regular secondary electrons': avg_sec_elec_list, 'Average amount 

of feedback': avg_feedback_list, \ 

    'Average Number of Photoelectrons': avg_photoelec_list, 'Average Number of 

(regular) Secondary Electrons': avg_sec_elec_list, \ 

    'Average secondary scintillaion electrons': avg_scint_elec_list, 'Average 

Signal': avg_signal_list, 'Frames': frames, 'p_scint': p, \ 

    'Lux values': lux_list, 'Shutter time': integration_time, 'pixel surface 

area': pixel_surface}) 

# df2 = DataFrame({'Frames': frames, 'p_scint': p, \ 

#   'Lux values': lux_list, 'Shutter time': integration_time, 'pixel surface 

area': pixel_surface}) 

    # feedback_list = [] 

    # sec_electrons_list = [] 

    # sec_scint_electrons_list = [] 

    # num_electrons_disc_list = [] 

    # SNR_list = [] 

 

df1.to_excel('test.xlsx', sheet_name='sheet1', index = False) 

# df2.to_excel('Sophie.xlsx', sheet_name='sheet2', index = False) 
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8.3. Code (C): 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <assert.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <stdbool.h>  

#include <string.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 

typedef struct Position { 

    float x;  

    float y; 

} Position; 

 

int gainPopulationLength = 5; 

float integrationtime; 

float p; 

int Gavg = 200; 

int dG = 40; 

int n; 

int navg = 25; 

int dn = 30; 

float crosstalk; 

float scintspread; 

float *luxlist; 

int luxlength; 

int numFrames; 

int amountOfPixels; 

float pixelwidth; 

int numSims = 0; 

char **paths; 

char **outputfilenames; 

float parameter = 0; 

float cathodeSensitivity; 

int weigthedListLength; 

int *gainPopulation; 

float *gainWeights; 

int numberOfLines; 

char path[150]; 

 

void hline(){ 

    printf("----------------------------------------------------------------------

-------\n"); 

} 

 

void restartFilePickerError(){ 

    char data; 

    while (1) { 

        scanf("%c", &data); 

        if (data){ 

            break; 

        } 

    } 

    free(luxlist); 

    system("cls"); 

    printf("."); 

    sleep(1); 

    system("cls"); 

    printf(".."); 

    sleep(1); 

    system("cls"); 
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    printf("..."); 

    sleep(1); 

    system("cls"); 

     

} 

 

void restartError(int seconds){ 

    printf("Loading"); 

    for (int i = 0; i < seconds; i++){ 

        if (i >= 0){ 

            printf("."); 

        } 

        if (i >= seconds / 3){ 

            printf("."); 

        } 

        if (i >= 2* seconds / 3){ 

            printf("."); 

        } 

        sleep(1); 

    } 

} 

 

void printexpectedwaiting(){ 

    for (int i = 0; i < luxlength; i++){ 

        parameter += luxlist[i]/(pow(10, -3))*numFrames; 

    } 

    printf("Estimated cumulative waiting time: %f seconds\n", 

parameter*1.2317*amountOfPixels*amountOfPixels/(48*48)); 

} 

 

void printInformation(){ 

    printf("Please check your input values. \nYour input values are:\n"); 

    hline(); 

    printf("integration time = %f\n", integrationtime); 

    printf("Cathode sensitivity = %f\n", cathodeSensitivity); 

    printf("p = %f\n", p); 

    printf("n = %d\n", n); 

    printf("crosstalk = %f\n", crosstalk); 

    printf("scint spread = %f\n", scintspread); 

    printf("luxlength = %d\n", luxlength); 

    printf("Luxlist: %f, ", luxlist[0]); 

    for (int i = 1; i < luxlength - 1; i++){ 

        printf("%f, ", luxlist[i]); 

    } 

    if (luxlength > 1){ 

        printf("%f\n", luxlist[luxlength - 1]); 

    } 

     

    printf("GainPopulation: %d, ", gainPopulation[0]); 

    for (int i = 1; i < numberOfLines - 1; i++){ 

        printf("%d, ", gainPopulation[i]); 

    } 

    if (numberOfLines > 1){ 

        printf("%d\n", gainPopulation[numberOfLines - 1]); 

    } 

     

    printf("GainWeights: %f, ", gainWeights[0]); 

    for (int i = 1; i < numberOfLines - 1; i++){ 

        printf("%f, ", gainWeights[i]); 

    } 

    if (numberOfLines > 1){ 

        printf("%f\n", gainWeights[numberOfLines - 1]); 

    } 
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    printf("Amount of Pixels = %d\n", amountOfPixels); 

    printf("Frames = %d\n", numFrames); 

    printf("Pixel Width = %f\n", pixelwidth); 

    // printf("Path to Particle Counts %s", particleCountPath); 

    hline(); 

    printexpectedwaiting(); 

    printf("Press [ENTER] (or any other key) to confirm. \n"); 

    _getch(); 

     

} 

 

 

void howManySims(){ 

    char str[10]; 

    int number; 

    system("cls"); 

    printf("How many simulations would you like to run? \nEnter an integer value 

below:\n"); 

    scanf("%s", &str); 

    number = atoi(str); 

    if(number != 0){ 

        numSims = number; 

        printf("You selected to perform %d sims.", numSims); 

        sleep(1); 

    } 

    else{ 

        printf("[ERROR]: Input can not be read properly; please enter only an 

integer number. \nDecimals or strings are not supported. \nPress [ENTER] (or any 

other key) to try again. \n"); 

        _getch(); 

        //system("cls"); 

        //restartError(3); 

        return howManySims(); 

    } 

} 

 

FILE * pickFile(int i){ 

    system("cls"); 

    printf("Path to input parameter file (%d):\n", i + 1); 

    scanf("%s", &path); 

    if (path == NULL) {    

        printf("Error! Could not open file\n");  

        exit(-1); // must include stdlib.h  

    } 

    for (int j = 0; j < i; j++){ 

        if (strcmp(path, paths[j]) == 0){ 

            hline(); 

            printf("Input file already exists, are you sure you want to 

continue?\nEnter yes (type [Y]) to continue, or enter no (type [N]) to input a 

different path.\n"); 

            char answer[1]; 

            scanf("%s", &answer); 

            if (strcmp(answer, "N") == 0){ 

                return pickFile(i); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    FILE * variablesFile = fopen(path, "r"); 

    if (variablesFile == NULL){ 

        printf("ERROR: Given path does not exist.\nPress [ENTER] to try again."); 

        _getch(); 

        //restartFilePickerError(); 

        return pickFile(i); 
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    } 

    return variablesFile; 

} 

 

void filePicker(){ 

     

    FILE * variablesFile; 

     

    paths = calloc(numSims, sizeof(char*)); 

     

    for (int i = 0; i < numSims; i++){ 

        paths[i] = calloc(1, sizeof(char)*150); 

         

         

        variablesFile = pickFile(i); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f", &integrationtime); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %f", &cathodeSensitivity); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %f", &p); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %d", &n); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f", &crosstalk); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f", &scintspread); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %d", &luxlength); 

        luxlist = malloc(luxlength*sizeof(float)); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f,", &luxlist[0]); 

        for (int i = 1; i < luxlength - 1; i++){ 

            fscanf(variablesFile, "%f,", &luxlist[i]); 

        } 

        if (luxlength > 1){ 

            fscanf(variablesFile, "%f", &luxlist[luxlength - 1]); 

        } 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %*s %d", &numFrames); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %*s %d", &amountOfPixels); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %f", &pixelwidth); 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %*s %d", &weigthedListLength); 

        char particleCountPath[150]; 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %s", &particleCountPath); 

        printf("Path: %s", particleCountPath); 

        FILE * particleCountFile = fopen(particleCountPath, "r"); 

        numberOfLines = 0; 

        char ch; 

        while(!feof(particleCountFile)){ 

            ch = fgetc(particleCountFile); 

            if(ch == '\n'){ 

                numberOfLines++; 

            } 

        } 

        rewind(particleCountFile); 

        gainPopulation = malloc(numberOfLines*sizeof(int)); 

        gainWeights = malloc(numberOfLines*sizeof(float)); 

         

        fscanf(particleCountFile, "%d\t%f", &gainPopulation[0], &gainWeights[0]); 

        for (int i = 1; i < numberOfLines - 1; i++){ 

            fscanf(particleCountFile, "%d\t%f", &gainPopulation[i], 

&gainWeights[i]); 

        } 

        if (luxlength > 1){ 

            fscanf(particleCountFile, "%d\t%f", &gainPopulation[numberOfLines - 

1], &gainWeights[numberOfLines - 1]); 

        } 

        fclose(particleCountFile);       

        fclose(variablesFile); 

         

        if (n*p >= 0.5){ 
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            printf("ERROR: infinite (or large amount of) feedback is expected. 

\nThe probability (p) that a scintillation occurs multiplied with the amount of 

\nscintillation electrons (n) schould be less than 1/2.\nPress [ENTER] to try 

again."); 

            restartFilePickerError();    

            filePicker(); 

        } 

        for (int i = 0; i < luxlength; i++){ 

            if (luxlist[i] ==0){ 

                printf("ERROR: Please make sure that 'luxlength' is equal to the 

amount of lux values. \nPress [ENTER] to try again."); 

                restartFilePickerError();    

                filePicker(); 

            } 

        } 

        if (numFrames == 0){ 

            printf("ERROR: Please make sure that 'luxlength' is equal to the 

amount of lux values. \nPress [ENTER] to try again."); 

            restartFilePickerError();    

            filePicker(); 

        } 

        system("cls"); 

        printInformation(); 

        for(int j=0;j< strlen(path) +1;j++) 

        { 

            paths[i][j] = path[j]; 

        } 

        //printf("geprinte path %s <- dit", paths[i]); 

         

    } 

} 

 

void getVariables(int i){  

    char path[150]; 

    free(luxlist); 

    free(gainPopulation); 

    free(gainWeights); 

    for(int j=0;j< strlen(paths[i]) + 1;j++) 

        { 

            path[j] = paths[i][j]; 

        } 

    FILE * variablesFile = fopen(paths[i], "r"); 

    if (variablesFile == NULL){ 

        printf("ERROR: Given path does not exist.\nPress [ENTER] to try again."); 

        restartFilePickerError(); 

        filePicker(); 

    } 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f", &integrationtime); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %f", &cathodeSensitivity); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %f", &p); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %d", &n); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f", &crosstalk); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f", &scintspread); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %d", &luxlength); 

    luxlist = malloc(luxlength*sizeof(float)); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %f,", &luxlist[0]); 

    for (int i = 1; i < luxlength - 1; i++){ 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%f,", &luxlist[i]); 

    } 

    if (luxlength > 1){ 

        fscanf(variablesFile, "%f", &luxlist[luxlength - 1]); 

    } 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %*s %d", &numFrames); 
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    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %*s %d", &amountOfPixels); 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %f", &pixelwidth); 

    char particleCountPath[150]; 

    fscanf(variablesFile, "%*s %*s %*s %*s %s", &particleCountPath); 

     

    FILE * particleCountFile = fopen(particleCountPath, "r"); 

    numberOfLines = 0; 

    char ch; 

    while(!feof(particleCountFile)){ 

        ch = fgetc(particleCountFile); 

        if(ch == '\n'){ 

            numberOfLines++; 

        } 

    } 

    rewind(particleCountFile); 

    gainPopulation = malloc(numberOfLines*sizeof(int)); 

    gainWeights = malloc(numberOfLines*sizeof(float)); 

     

    fscanf(particleCountFile, "%d\t%f", &gainPopulation[0], &gainWeights[0]); 

    for (int i = 1; i < numberOfLines - 1; i++){ 

        fscanf(particleCountFile, "%d\t%f", &gainPopulation[i], &gainWeights[i]); 

    } 

    if (luxlength > 1){ 

        fscanf(particleCountFile, "%d\t%f", &gainPopulation[numberOfLines - 1], 

&gainWeights[numberOfLines - 1]); 

    } 

    fclose(particleCountFile);       

    fclose(variablesFile); 

} 

 

void exitCounter(int CountFrom) { 

    int timer = CountFrom; 

 

    while(timer > 0){ 

        printf("Simulation done! \nThe output files are in your folder.\nExiting 

in: %d", timer); 

        timer--; 

        sleep(1); 

        system("cls"); 

    } 

} 

 

int*** allocateLuxResultsMemory(int numFrames, int amountOfPixels) { 

 

    int i,j; 

    int ***matrix; 

 

    matrix = (int ***) malloc(numFrames*sizeof(int**)); 

    for (i=0; i<numFrames; i++) { 

        matrix[i] = (int **) malloc(amountOfPixels*sizeof(int*)); 

        if (matrix[i] == NULL) 

            return NULL; 

        for (j=0; j<amountOfPixels; j++) { 

            matrix[i][j] = (int *) calloc(sizeof(int), amountOfPixels); 

            if (matrix[i][j] == NULL) 

                return NULL; 

        }         

    } 

    return matrix; 

} 

 

 

double rand_gen() { 
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   // return a uniformly distributed random value 

   return ( (double)(rand()) + 1. )/( (double)(RAND_MAX) + 1. ); 

} 

 

double normalRandom() { 

   // return a normally distributed random value 

   double v1=rand_gen(); 

   double v2=rand_gen(); 

   return cos(2*3.14*v2)*sqrt(-2.*log(v1)); 

} 

 

int* random_normal_array_gen(int average, int amount) { 

    int* rand_pois_array; 

    rand_pois_array = (int*)malloc(amount * sizeof(int)); 

    for (int i = 0; i < amount; i++) { 

        rand_pois_array[i] = round(average - 0.5 + normalRandom()*sqrt(average)); 

    } 

    return rand_pois_array; 

} 

 

float weightedAverage(int *elements, float *weights, int length){ 

    int i; 

    float sum = 0; 

 

    for (i = 0; i < length; i++) { 

        sum += elements[i] * weights[i]; 

    } 

 

    return sum; 

} 

 

float weightedVariance(int *elements, float *weights, int length, float gAverage){ 

    int i; 

    float sum = 0; 

 

    for (i = 0; i < length; i++) { 

        sum += weights[i]*pow(elements[i] - gAverage, 2); 

    } 

 

    return sum; 

} 

 

 

double random_loggam(double x) { 

    double x0, x2, lg2pi, gl, gl0; 

    int k, n; 

     

    static double a[10] = {8.333333333333333e-02, -2.777777777777778e-03, 

                            7.936507936507937e-04, -5.952380952380952e-04, 

                            8.417508417508418e-04, -1.917526917526918e-03, 

                            6.410256410256410e-03, -2.955065359477124e-02, 

                            1.796443723688307e-01, -1.39243221690590e+00}; 

 

    if ((x == 1.0) || (x == 2.0)) { 

        return 0.0; 

    } else if (x < 7.0) { 

        n = (int)(7 - x); 

    } else { 

        n = 0; 

    } 

    x0 = x + n; 

    x2 = (1.0 / x0) * (1.0 / x0); 

    lg2pi = 1.8378770664093453e+00; 
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    gl0 = a[9]; 

    for (k = 8; k >= 0; k--) { 

        gl0 *= x2; 

        gl0 += a[k]; 

    } 

    gl = gl0 / x0 + 0.5 * lg2pi + (x0 - 0.5) * log(x0) - x0; 

    if (x < 7.0) { 

        for (k = 1; k <= n; k++) { 

        gl -= log(x0 - 1.0); 

        x0 -= 1.0; 

        } 

    } 

    return gl; 

} 

 

int *random_poisson_mult(double lam, int amount) { 

    int X; 

    int* rand_pois_array; 

    double prod, U, enlam; 

         

    enlam = exp(-lam); 

    rand_pois_array = (int*)malloc(amount * sizeof(int)); 

 

    for (int i = 0; i < amount; i++){ 

        X = 0; 

        prod = 1.0; 

        while (1) { 

             

            U = rand_gen(); 

             

            prod *= U; 

            if (prod > enlam) { 

            X += 1; 

             

            } else { 

                rand_pois_array[i] = X; 

 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    return rand_pois_array; 

} 

 

#define LS2PI 0.91893853320467267 

#define TWELFTH 0.083333333333333333333333 

int * random_poisson_ptrs(double lam, int amount) { 

    int k; 

    double U, V, slam, loglam, a, b, invalpha, vr, us, loginvalpha; 

    int* rand_pois_array; 

    slam = sqrt(lam); 

    loglam = log(lam); 

    b = 0.931 + 2.53 * slam; 

    a = -0.059 + 0.02483 * b; 

    invalpha = 1.1239 + 1.1328 / (b - 3.4); 

    loginvalpha = log(invalpha); 

    vr = 0.9277 - 3.6224 / (b - 2); 

    rand_pois_array = (int*)malloc(amount * sizeof(int)); 

     

 

 

    for (int i = 0; i < amount; i++){ 
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        while (1) { 

            U = rand_gen() - 0.5; 

            V = rand_gen(); 

            us = 0.5 - fabs(U); 

            k = (int)floor((2 * a / us + b) * U + lam + 0.43); 

            if ((us >= 0.07) && (V <= vr)) { 

                rand_pois_array[i] = k; 

                break; 

            } 

            if ((k < 0) || ((us < 0.013) && (V > us))) { 

            continue; 

            } 

            /* log(V) == log(0.0) ok here */ 

            /* if U==0.0 so that us==0.0, log is ok since always returns */ 

            if ((log(V) + loginvalpha - log(a / (us * us) + b)) <= 

                (-lam + k * loglam - random_loggam(k + 1))) { 

                rand_pois_array[i] = k; 

 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    return rand_pois_array; 

} 

 

 

 

int *random_poisson(double lam, int amount) { 

    if (lam >= 100){ 

        return random_normal_array_gen(lam, amount); 

    } else if (lam >= 10) { 

        return random_poisson_ptrs(lam, amount); 

    } else if (lam == 0) { 

        return 0; 

    } else { 

        return random_poisson_mult(lam, amount); 

    } 

} 

 

int *photoelectrongen(float lux, float pixelsurface, float integrationtime, int 

amount){ 

    double power = cathodeSensitivity * pow(10, -6) * lux * pixelsurface * 

integrationtime; 

    double numelectrons = power * 6.242 * pow(10, 18); 

    int *numelectronsdisc = random_poisson(numelectrons, amount); 

    // printf("%d\n", numelectronsdisc);  

    return numelectronsdisc; 

} 

 

double funUniformSingle(){ 

    double randUni; 

    randUni = (double)rand() / (double)((unsigned)RAND_MAX + 1); //generate random 

variables on (0,1) 

    return randUni; 

} 

 

 

int random_weighted_list(int *gainPopulation, float *gainWeights){ 

    float randomNumber = rand_gen(); 

    int chosenIndex = 0; 

    float weight = gainWeights[0]; 

    while (randomNumber > weight){ 

        chosenIndex++; 
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        weight += gainWeights[chosenIndex - 1]; 

    } 

    return chosenIndex; 

} 

 

int random_weighted_list2(int *gainPopulation, float *gainWeights, int length){ 

    int mid, low, high; 

    float randomNumber; 

    low = 0; 

    high = length - 1; 

    mid = ceil(length/2); 

    randomNumber = rand_gen(); 

    while(1) { 

        if (randomNumber < gainWeights[mid]){ 

            if (randomNumber <= gainWeights[low]){ 

                return gainPopulation[low]; 

            } 

            high = mid - 1; 

            mid = ceil((high + low)/2); 

        }else if (randomNumber > gainWeights[mid]){ 

            if (randomNumber >= gainWeights[high]){ 

                return gainPopulation[high]; 

            } 

            low = mid + 1; 

            mid = round((high + low)/2); 

        } 

        else { 

            return random_weighted_list2(gainPopulation, gainWeights, length); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

 

int EBgain(float Gavg, float dG, int *gainPopulation, float *gainWeights){ 

    int Geb; 

    Geb = random_weighted_list2(gainPopulation, gainWeights, numberOfLines); 

     

    // printf("%d\n", Geb); 

    // Geb = 84; 

    return Geb; 

} 

 

Position impactposition(float pixelwidth){ 

    Position centerlocation; 

    centerlocation.x = rand_gen()*pixelwidth; 

    centerlocation.y = rand_gen()*pixelwidth; 

    return centerlocation; 

} 

 

Position impactspread(float crosstalk){ 

    Position displ; 

    double offset = normalRandom()*crosstalk; 

    //printf("Absolute offset: %f, ", offset*1000); 

    float angle = 2*M_PI*rand_gen(); 

    displ.x = offset*cos(angle); 

    displ.y = offset*sin(angle); 

    //printf("x_component = %f, y_component = %f. \n", displ.x*1000, 

displ.y*1000); 

    //printf("Calculated combined = %f\n", sqrt(pow(displ.x, 2) + pow(displ.y, 

2))*1000); 

    return displ; 

} 
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int scintillation(float p){ 

    return (rand_gen() > 1-p); 

} 

 

int*** frameCalculation(float p, int n, float Gavg, float dG, int *gainPopulation, 

float *gainWeights, float pixelwidth, int amountOfPixels, int ***matrix, int 

frameNumber, float lux){ 

    int secelectron; 

    int electron; 

    int Geb; 

    int i, j, k, l; 

    Position centerlocation; 

    Position displ; 

    float locx, locx_1; 

    float locy, locy_1; 

    bool scint, feedback; 

    int feedbackNumber; 

    int *random_poisson_array = photoelectrongen(lux, pixelwidth*pixelwidth, 

integrationtime, amountOfPixels*amountOfPixels); 

    printf("%d\t", frameNumber); 

    for (k = 0; k < amountOfPixels; k++) { 

        for (l = 0; l < amountOfPixels; l++) { 

            for (electron = 0; electron < random_poisson_array[k*amountOfPixels + 

l]; electron++){ 

                //printf("%d\n", random_poisson_array[k*amountOfPixels + l]); 

                centerlocation = impactposition(pixelwidth); 

                centerlocation.x += k*pixelwidth; 

                centerlocation.y += l*pixelwidth; 

                Geb = EBgain(Gavg, dG, gainPopulation, gainWeights); 

                scint = scintillation(p); 

                feedbackNumber =0; 

                if (scint){ 

                    int scintelectrons = n; 

                    int totalscintelectrons = 0; 

                    while (scintelectrons > 1){ 

                        feedback = scintillation(p); 

                        scintelectrons--; 

                        if (feedback){ 

                            // printf("%d\n", feedbackNumber); 

                            feedbackNumber++; 

                            scintelectrons += n; 

                        } 

                        else { 

                            totalscintelectrons++; 

                        } 

                    } 

                    for (int scintelectron = 0; scintelectron < 

totalscintelectrons; scintelectron++){ 

                        Geb = EBgain(Gavg, dG, gainPopulation, gainWeights); 

                        displ = impactspread(scintspread); 

                        locx_1 = centerlocation.x + displ.x; 

                        locy_1 = centerlocation.y + displ.y; 

                        centerlocation.y += displ.y; 

                        for (secelectron = 0; secelectron < Geb; secelectron++){ 

                            displ = impactspread(crosstalk); 

                            locx = locx_1 + displ.x; 

                            locy = locy_1 + displ.y; 

                            i = floor(locx/pixelwidth); 

                            j = floor(locy/pixelwidth); 

                            if (i > 7 && j > 7 && i < amountOfPixels - 8 && j < 

amountOfPixels - 8){ 

                                matrix[frameNumber][i][j]++; 

                            } 
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                        } 

                    } 

                } 

                else{ 

                    for (secelectron = 0; secelectron < Geb; secelectron++){ 

                        displ = impactspread(crosstalk); 

                        locx = centerlocation.x + displ.x; 

                        locy = centerlocation.y + displ.y; 

                        i = floor(locx/pixelwidth); 

                        j = floor(locy/pixelwidth); 

                        if (i > 7 && j > 7 && i < amountOfPixels - 8 && j < 

amountOfPixels - 8){ 

                            matrix[frameNumber][i][j]++; 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    return matrix; 

} 

 

int*** frameCalculations(int numFrames, int*** matrix, float p, int n, float Gavg, 

float dG, int *gainPopulation, float *gainWeights, float pixelwidth, int 

amountOfPixels, float lux, float integrationtime, float pixelsurface){ 

    int frameNumber; 

    for (frameNumber = 0; frameNumber < numFrames; frameNumber++){ 

        matrix = frameCalculation(p, n, Gavg, dG, gainPopulation, gainWeights, 

pixelwidth, amountOfPixels, matrix, frameNumber, lux); 

    } 

 

    return matrix; 

} 

 

void makeLuxResult(float lux, int luxIndex, int sim){ 

     

    double pixelsurface = pow(pixelwidth, 2); 

    int i, j, k; 

    int *binning1Array = (int *)malloc(numFrames*sizeof(int)); 

    int *binning2Array = (int *)malloc(numFrames*sizeof(int)); 

    int *binning3Array = (int *)malloc(numFrames*sizeof(int)); 

    int *binning4Array = (int *)malloc(numFrames*sizeof(int)); 

    int *binning5Array = (int *)malloc(numFrames*sizeof(int)); 

    int *binning6Array = (int *)malloc(numFrames*sizeof(int)); 

 

    int*** matrix = allocateLuxResultsMemory(numFrames, amountOfPixels); 

    matrix = frameCalculations(numFrames, matrix, p, n, Gavg, dG, gainPopulation, 

gainWeights, pixelwidth, amountOfPixels, lux, integrationtime, pixelsurface); 

    for (i = 0; i < numFrames; i++){ 

        int middle = ceil(amountOfPixels/2) - 1; 

        binning1Array[i] = matrix[i][middle][middle]; 

         

        int binning2Total = 0; 

        for (j = middle; j <= middle + 1; j++){ 

            for (k = middle; k <= middle; k++){ 

                binning2Total += matrix[i][j][k]; 

            } 

        } 

        binning2Array[i] = binning2Total; 

 

        int binning3Total = 0; 

        for (j = middle - 1; j <= middle + 2; j++){ 

            for (k = middle - 1; k <= middle + 2; k++){ 
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                binning3Total += matrix[i][j][k]; 

            } 

        } 

        binning3Array[i] = binning3Total; 

 

        int binning4Total = 0; 

        for (j = middle - 3; j <= middle + 4; j++){ 

            for (k = middle - 3; k <= middle + 4; k++){ 

                binning4Total += matrix[i][j][k]; 

            } 

        } 

        binning4Array[i] = binning4Total; 

 

        int binning5Total = 0; 

        for (j = middle - 7; j <= middle + 8; j++){ 

            for (k = middle - 7; k <= middle + 8; k++){ 

                binning5Total += matrix[i][j][k]; 

            } 

        } 

        binning5Array[i] = binning5Total; 

 

        int binning6Total = 0; 

        for (j = middle - 15; j <= middle + 16; j++){ 

            for (k = middle - 15; k <= middle + 16; k++){ 

                binning6Total += matrix[i][j][k]; 

            } 

        } 

        binning6Array[i] = binning6Total; 

    } 

    printf("\n%s [CREATED]\n", outputfilenames[sim*luxlength + luxIndex]); 

    FILE * fPointer = fopen(outputfilenames[sim*luxlength + luxIndex], "w"); 

    fprintf(fPointer, "binning 1, binning 2, binning 3, binning 4, binning 5, 

binning 6\n"); 

    for (i = 0; i < numFrames; i++){ 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d,", binning1Array[i]); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d,", binning2Array[i]); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d,", binning3Array[i]); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d,", binning4Array[i]); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d,", binning5Array[i]); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d\n", binning6Array[i]); 

    } 

    fclose(fPointer);  

    free(matrix); 

    free(binning1Array); 

    free(binning2Array); 

    free(binning3Array); 

    free(binning4Array); 

    free(binning5Array); 

    free(binning6Array); 

} 

 

void makeLuxResults(){ 

    int i; 

    time_t tic, toc, t_spent; 

    for (int sim = 0; sim < numSims; sim++){ 

        getVariables(sim); 

        for (i = 0; i < luxlength; i++){ 

            makeLuxResult(luxlist[i], i, sim); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

void makeVariablesDocument(){ 
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    double pixelsurface = pow(pixelwidth, 2); 

    FILE * fPointer = fopen("variables.txt", "w"); 

    fprintf(fPointer, "luxlist, frames, p_scint, integrationtime, pixelwidth, 

pixel size\n"); 

    for (int i = 0; i < luxlength; i++){ 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%f,", luxlist[i]); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d,", numFrames); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%f,", p); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%f,", integrationtime); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%f,", pixelwidth); 

        fprintf(fPointer, "%d\n", amountOfPixels); 

    } 

    fclose(fPointer);  

} 

 

void askOutputFileNames(){ 

    outputfilenames = calloc(numSims*luxlength, sizeof(char*)); 

    for (int i = 0; i < numSims*luxlength; i++){ 

        outputfilenames[i] = calloc(1, sizeof(char)*150); 

    } 

    system("cls"); 

    printf("Place the path to the folder you want the output files to be placed 

in.\n[NOTE]: Make sure to end on [\\]\n"); 

    char outputPath[150]; 

    scanf("%s", &outputPath); 

    system("cls"); 

    hline(); 

    for (int i = 0; i < numSims; i++){ 

        system("cls"); 

        printf("Please enter the desired name for the files for simulation [%d] 

below. \nMake sure to use a unique name, otherwise files will be overwritten.\n", 

i + 1); 

        hline(); 

        char filename[50];  

        scanf("%s", &filename); 

        system("cls"); 

        printf("Your destinations will be:\n");  

        for (int j = 0; j < luxlength; j++){ 

            char indivFilename[150]; 

            for(int x=0;x< strlen(outputPath) +1;x++) 

            { 

                indivFilename[x] = outputPath[x]; 

            } 

            strcat(indivFilename, filename); 

            strcat(indivFilename, "_luxlevel_"); 

            char buffer[33]; 

            itoa (j + 1, buffer, 10); 

            strcat(indivFilename, buffer); 

            strcat(indivFilename, ".txt"); 

            for(int x=0;x< strlen(indivFilename) +1;x++) 

            { 

                outputfilenames[i*luxlength + j][x] = indivFilename[x]; 

            } 

            printf("%s \n", indivFilename); 

            //printf("%s\n", outputfilenames[i*luxlength + j]); 

        } 

        printf("Press [ENTER] (or any other key) to confirm. \n"); 

        _getch(); 

    } 

} 

 

 

int main(){ 
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    srand((unsigned int)time(NULL)); 

    howManySims(); 

    filePicker(); 

    hline(); 

    askOutputFileNames(); 

    system("cls"); 

    hline(); 

    printf("Running...\n"); 

    hline(); 

    float tic = clock(); 

    makeLuxResults(); 

    // makeVariablesDocument(); 

    float toc = clock(); 

    double time_spent = (double)(toc - tic) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 

    system("cls"); 

    hline(); 

    printf("Actual waiting time: %f seconds. \n(Expected waiting time was: %f 

seconds.)\n", time_spent, parameter*1.2317*amountOfPixels*amountOfPixels/(48*48)); 

    hline(); 

    printf("Simulation done! \nThe output files are in your folder.\nPress [ENTER] 

(or any other key) to exit.\n"); 

    hline(); 

    _getch(); 

    //exitCounter(30); 

     

    return 0; 

} 
 


